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Abstract: This study aims to study the values of computed tomography (CT) perfusion enhancement parameters
(CT-PEPs) in predicting lymph node metastasis (LNM) of lung cancer. A total of 80 patients with non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) underwent CT perfusion scanning. CT-PEPs were calculated according to the time-density curve
(TDC) in the first-pass phase, and microvessel density (MVD) was determined to analyze the diagnostic efficacies
of MVD and CT-PEPs in evaluating LNM of lung cancer. MVD in the LNM group was higher than that in the non-LNM
group [(59.66±6.82) vs. (49.81±7.76)/0.74 mm2, P < 0.05), and the blood volume (BV) of the tumor mass in the
LNM group was higher than that in the non-LNM group [(9.00±3.12) vs. (5.97±2.76) ml·100 g-1, t = -4.529, P <
0.05)]. MVD ≥ 54/0.74 mm2 or BV ≥ 7 ml·100 g-1 had high sensitivity and specificity (83% and 83%; 78% and 83%,
respectively) for strongly suggesting the possibility of LNM of lung cancer. Among CT-PEPs, BV could be an important
parameter for the preoperative judgment of LNM of lung cancer.
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Introduction
Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), which
accounts for 80%-85% of lung cancer, is a
malignant tumor with high incidence and high
mortality [1]. Despite a multitude of treatment
approaches over the years, including surgery,
chemotherapy, and radiation, the 5-year survival rate of NSCLC patients has increased only
by 15% [2], with the majority of patients dying
within a year of diagnosis [3]. As long as metastasis occurs, the benefit rate to patients is very
low despite the treatment type. The only way to
improve long-term disease-free survival and to
achieve an almost 100% 5-year survival rate is
to resect non-metastatic tumors in the early
stage [4, 5]. Therefore, the existence of metastasis is a watershed shift in NSCLC treatment.
In various metastatic pathways, the lymph
nodes are one of the most common sites of
metastasis. Studies have shown that even in
patients with stage III NSCLC, the 5-year survival rate is 35% as long as lymph node metastasis (LNM) has not occurred [6, 7]. LNM is

therefore an important factor affecting patients’
prognosis. Studies in this field most commonly
use the criterion of “shortest diameter of lymph
node > 10 mm” in computed tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to indicate metastasis, but the judgment efficacy of
this method is often unsatisfactory. Because
certain studies have shown that lymph node
size is not related to metastasis, preoperative
examination of lymph node morphology alone
would have a certain degree of error in determining whether metastasis exists [8]. With the
recent introduction of new lung cancer staging
methods that abandon simple pathological
staging methods by combining CT findings with
pathologic manifestations for staging prediction [9-12], CT has attained greater importance.
In recent years, the use of angiogenetic conditions in primary tumors to evaluate the biological behavior of NSCLC has become a new
hotspot in the medical imaging field. This
approach can quantitatively assess tumor
stage [13] and evaluate the treatment efficacy
before and after chemotherapy [14, 15].

Non-small cell lung cancer
However, so far, few studies have investigated
the use of CT perfusion (CTP) in predicting
potential LNM. CTP techniques can reflect
angiogenesis to a certain extent, and thus have
been widely used to study tumor responses to
treatment and to evaluate tumoral microvessels, as angiogenesis plays a key role in tumor
metastasis [16]. Studies have shown that
microvessel density (MVD) in lung cancer is
related with LNM and prognosis [17, 18], indicating that MVD could be effective for assessing the malignant behavior and LNM potential
of lung cancer. However, there are still some
limitations in applying MVD detection assays in
clinical practice; therefore, the use of radiographic parameters to assess the LNM potential of lung cancer would certainly have clinical
significance. This study investigated the correlations between CT perfusion enhancement
parameters (CT-PEPs) and LNM of lung cancer,
and further, the value of CT-PEPs in predicting
LNM of lung cancer, to provide a reference for
better diagnosis and treatment of NSCLC.
Materials and methods
Clinical data
This study included patients admitted to our
hospital from May 2011 through May 2014 for
CT perfusion examination due to solitary pulmonary space-occupying lesions. None of the
patients had undergone any anti-tumor therapy. The study was approved by the hospital ethics committee, and written informed consent
was obtained from all participants before
examination. A total of 108 patients underwent
CT perfusion scanning, including 97 patients
with NSCLC. Of these, 82 patients underwent
radical resection of lung cancer within 1 week
of CTP, 10 refused surgery and chose neoadjuvant chemotherapy, 4 did not undergo surgery
within 1 week of CTP, and CT perfusion scans
failed in 5 due to poor respiratory cooperation.
Finally, 80 patients who underwent radical
resection of lung cancer within 1 week of CTP
and had complete surgical records and pathological reports (including LNM that were
removed) were enrolled into the study. The
patients were divided into two groups on the
basis of pathological results: patients with LNM
(the LNM group) and without LNM (the nonLNM group). This study was conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. This
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study was conducted with approval from the
Ethics Committee of the First People’s Hospital
of Lianyungang. Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria were the following: solitary
spacing-occupying lesion with a maximum
diameter ≥ 1 cm in lungs, could cooperate with
the examination after breathing training, could
withstand a high injection rate of contrast
agent, absence of allergy, and absence of other
parenchymal organ metastasis on imaging
examination.
Exclusion criteria were the following: obvious
benign coarse calcification or fat-containing
space-occupying lesion, pure ground-glass-like
dense nodes, and inability to cooperate with
breathing during the examination (which would
prevent calculation of the perfusion value).
Preoperative CTP examination and image
analysis
Breathing training was performed in all patients
before CT scanning. Patients were asked to
breathe calmly and refrain from swallowing. A
Light Speed Ultra 16-slice CT (GE Healthcare,
the USA) was first used to perform conventional
CT for lesions with a layer thickness of 5 mm;
next, we chose the four layers adjacent to the
lesion center that had the same diameter as
the target layer, and performed CT perfusion
scanning with “toggling-table” technology. A
total dose of 50 mL of the non-ionic contrast
agent ioversol (300 mg I/mL; Jiangsu Hengrui
Co., Lianyungang, China) was injected through
the cubital vein with a flow rate of 4 mL/sec.
Scanning parameters were as follows: 120 kV,
80 mA, 1 sec/slice, 5 mm/4i, scanning delay
5.0 sec, data acquisition time 60 sec, average
radiation dose 3.47±0.69 mSv. A total of 240
perfusion images were obtained.
After scanning, the data were imported into an
ADW 4.5 workstation (GE Healthcare) for mapping, analysis, and calculations using the
Perfusion 4D software package (Version 4.3,
GE Healthcare). The descending aorta was
used as the inflow artery when it was in the
same layer as the lesion; if the lesion was located on the layer above the aortic arch, the brachiocephalic or left common carotid artery was
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Table 1. Clinical information of the 80 NSCLC patients

embedded in paraffin
for future evaluation.
Non-LNM
LNM
Item
All patients
P
Vessels were detected
group
group
with a monoclonal antiAge
57.6 (30~79) 53.8 (30~71) 60.2 (37~79) 0.512
body against the vasGender
0.841
cular endothelial cell
Male
47
21
26
surface antigen CD34
Female
33
14
19
using the MaxVision
Pathological type
0.308
quick immunohistochSquamous cell carcinoma
36
18
18
emical staining methAdenocarcinoma
44
17
27
od (MaxVision BiosciTumor history in first-degree relatives
0.055
ences, Kenmore, WA,
Yes
32
13
19
USA) according to the
No
48
30
18
manufacturer’s instructions. MVD was then
Lung cancer history in first-degree relatives
0.465
calculated as follows:
Yes
18
5
13
the whole stained secNo
14
6
8
tion was viewed under
★
0.386
Smoking history
low magnification (40×),
Yes
51
23
28
the visual field with the
No
29
16
13
most stained vascular
★
Smoking history referred to smoked ≥ 1 cigarette per day and continuously smoked for
endothelial cells (vasmore than six months.
cular hotspot) was selected, and the number
selected as the inflow artery for the detection
of microvessels in 3 visual fields under high
of the corresponding blood flow (BF), blood volmagnification (400×) was counted; the average
ume (BV), mean transit time (MTT), and permevalue was then used as the MVD.
ability surface (PS). Three to five regions of
MVD was counted using the Weidner method,
interest (ROIs) of the lesions were then selectin which the absence of red blood cells and
ed by one high-level attending physician to
lumen is prerequisite to microvessel determiobtain the corresponding perfusion parameters
nation. Several brown-stained endothelial cells
and their averages. ROIs were selected as large
or endothelial cell clusters were counted as a
as possible using the hand-drawing method,
microvessel, while vessels with a lumen diamabout 1 mm away from the lesion edge and
eter larger than the width of 8 red blood cells
avoiding regions with necrosis (CT value < 10
and a thick muscular layer, as well as those in
Hu) and artifacts (because lesions would appsclerotic regions, were not counted. The results
ear as strips in motion artifacts).
were judged by two physicians using the douPostoperative MVD counting
ble-blind method, and the average was used as
the final count.
All patients underwent lobectomy and dissection of the corresponding lymph nodes in the
Statistical analysis
lung fissure, lung hilum, and mediastinum, perSPSS statistical software (Version 16.0, IBM
formed by two experienced physicians from the
Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for the
department of thoracic surgery of our hospital.
analysis. Comparison of CT-PEPs and NSCLC
During surgery, the resected specimens were
MVD between the LNM group and the non-LNM
immediately labeled and put into sample bags
group was performed using the group t test or t
for pathological evaluation. All pathological
test, with P < 0.05 considered as statistically
specimens were sampled by one high-level
significant. Linear correlation analysis was
attending physician from the department of
used to evaluate the correlations between
pathology, with the samples made as consistent as possible with the ROIs from CT imaging
multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT)-PEPs
(e.g., excluding necrotic and calcified sections).
and NSCLC MVD. The receiving operator charSamples were then fixed in formalin and
acteristic (ROC) curve was used to analyze the
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Table 2. Correlations between CTP-PEPs and MVD in NSCLC
CT-PEPs
BF [ml/(100 g·min)]
BV (ml/100 g)
MTT (s)
PS [ml/(100 g·min)]

MVD
r
P
78.62±47.70 6.87~209.74 0.289 0.009
7.68±3.31
2.66~19.18 0.894 0.001
11.74±7.03
1.99~30.75 0.135 0.233
14.62±10.50 2.17~51.54 0.482 0.000

_
x ±s

Range

difference in efficacy of the histological method
compared with CT-PEPs in evaluating NSCLCLNM, and select the best diagnostic cutoff
values.
Results
Pathological results
The 80 patients (47 males, 33 females aged
30-79 years; mean age 57.6 years) were divided into the LNM group (45 cases) and the nonLNM group (35 cases) according to their pathological results.
The LNM group included 18 cases of squamous
cell carcinoma and 27 cases of adenocarcinoma. The maximum diameters of lung lesions in
this group ranged from 1.4 to 4.5 cm (mean
2.38±0.81 cm). Fourteen of these patients
were in stage IIA, 29 were in stage IIB, and 2
patients were in stage IIIA.
The non-LNM group included 18 cases of squamous cell carcinoma and 17 cases of adenocarcinoma. The maximum diameters of lung
lesions in this group ranged from 1.1 to 4.1 cm
(mean 2.61±0.76 cm). Six of these patients
were in stage IIA, 9 were in stage IIB, and 20
were in stage IIIA (Table 1).
Results of CT enhancement scanning
Compared with using the postoperative pathological results and “shortest diameter of lymph
node > 10 mm” as the diagnostic criteria of
LNM, 26 LNM cases were correctly diagnosed
and 22 cases were correctly identified as having no LNM. Eighteen cases were misdiagnosed
as having LNM but had no swelled lymph node
in the mediastinum, and 14 cases were misdiagnosed as having no LNM but were confirmed
as reactive hyperplasia by postoperative pathology, with lymph node diameter > 10 mm. The
diagnostic sensitivity, specificity, coincidence
rate, positive predictive value, and negative
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predictive value were 59%, 61%,
60%, 65%, and 55%, respectively.
MVD staining results in the 80
NSCLC cases

Immunohistochemical staining of
samples from NSCLC patients in
this study showed that the tumor
interstitial substances were rich in
tumoral microvessels; endothelial cells with
positive CD34 staining were brown and clearly
displayed, appearing as dots, lines, rings with
branches or lumens, and long tubes, as well as
stained endothelial cell clusters. The average
MVD of all patients with NSCLC was 55.35±8.72
vessels/0.74 mm2. Average MVDs in the LNM
group and the non-LNM group were 59.66±6.82
and 49.82±7.76 vessels/0.74 mm2, respectively. MVD in the LNM group was higher than that
in the non-LNM group, and the difference was
statistically significant (t = -6.027, P < 0.001).
Correlations between CTP-PEPs and MVD in
NSCLC
Pearson correlation analysis of CTP-PEPs and
MVD in the 80 patients with NSCLC revealed
that all data were normally distributed; moreover, BV was positively correlated with MVD,
while MTT, BF, and PS had no correlation with
MVD (Table 2).
Correlations among CT-PEPs, lesion size, and
LNM in NSCLC
Among CT-PEPs, BC of the LNM group was higher than that of the non-LNM group (Figures 1,
2) and the difference was statistically significant (P < 0.01), while BF, MTT, PS, and primary
tumor sizes between the LNM group and the
non-LNM group were not significantly different
(P > 0.05, Table 3).
Diagnostic efficacies of CT-PEPs and MVD in
determining NSCLC-LNM
This study selected MVD and BV as the indexes
to judge NSCLC-LNM. The AUCs of their ROC
curves were 0.895 and 0.873, respectively
(Figure 3), and the difference was not statistically significant (χ2 = 0.402, P > 0.05). The best
diagnostic thresholds of MVD and BV for
NSCLC-LNM determination were then selected
by ROC, and it was found that when MVD ≥ 54
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Figure 1. Adenocarcinoma in patient with no lymph node metastasis. A. A mass lesion originating from the right upper lung; B. Blood volume map (BV); C. MVD were detected by CD34 (SP×400).

Figure 2. Lymph nodes in patient with adenocarcinoma. There is one node laterally to the main bronchus, on the
right side (group 4R). High values of blood volume was suggestive for metastatic character. This node on histological examination was proven to be metastatic. A. A mass lesion originating from the right lower lung, with lymphatic
metastasis on group 4R; B. Blood volume map (BV); C. MVD were detected by CD34 (SP×100).

vessels/0.74 mm2 was set as the diagnostic
threshold for LNM determination, the sensitivity was 83%, the specificity was 83%, the diagnostic coincidence rate was 85%, and the positive and negative predictive values were 87%
and 83%, respectively. When BV ≥ 7 mL·100 g-1
was set as the diagnostic threshold for LNM
determination, the sensitivity was 78%, the
specificity was 83%, the diagnostic coincidence
rate was 80%, and the positive and negative
predictive values were 85% and 74%, respectively.
Discussion
Tateishi et al [19] studied the correlations of
angiogenesis in lung tumor and dynamic contrast-enhanced CT and found that the peak
height (PH) of lung adenocarcinoma was positively correlated with MVD. Trojanowski et al
[20] studied lymph nodes in laryngeal cancer
and also reported that among CT-PEPs, BF, BV,
and PS could effectively predict LNM. When
CT-PEPs were applied to predict NSCLC-LNM in
the present study, BC was found to be positive-
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ly correlated with MVD in NSCLC, and the BV
value of the LNM group was significantly higher
than that of the non-LNM group (P < 0.01).
When ROC curve analysis was performed for
MVD and BV, the diagnostic efficacies of these
two factors were found to be equivalent, with
no statistically significant difference. When
MVD ≥ 54 vessels/0.74 mm2 was set as the
diagnostic threshold for LNM determination,
the sensitivity and specificity were 83% and
83%, respectively; when BV ≥ 7 mL·100 g-1 was
set as the diagnostic threshold, the sensitivity
and specificity were 78% and 83%, respectively. These results indicate that BV and MVD
could both be effective indexes for the prediction of LNM, and that higher BV values suggest
a higher possibility of LNM.
Although many studies of NSCL-LNM prediction
have been performed by researchers in China
and other countries, CT or MRI is still the most
commonly used method, with “shortest diameter of lymph node > 10 mm” set as the standard of LNM [21, 22]. However, some studies
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wheel-rim appearance, or diffuse
enhancement in enhanced spiral
CT might indicate metastasis, and
Non-LNM group
P
that lymph nodes with uniform
71.51±47.67
0.242
density less than 10 mm in diame5.97±2.76
<0.001
ter should be considered normal,
10.91±7.46
0.354
while those greater than 10 mm
12.56±9.45
0.182
should be considered reactive
2.61±0.76
0.194
hyperplasia. However, these morphological indexes have their own
49.82±7.76
<0.001
inherent flaws, which do not take
into account the internal functional
characteristics of tumors; therefore, their reliabilities and sensitivities are still relatively low
[26]. Other studies have focused on the pathologies of postoperative or biopsy specimens
[27-31], but these experimental processes
were complex and difficult for wide clinical
application; furthermore, the invasiveness of
these methods could have negative physical
and psychological effects for patients.

Table 3. Correlations between each observation index and
LNM
Observation index
LNM group
BF [ml/(100 g·min)]
84.15±47.52
BV (ml/100 g)
9.00±3.12
MTT (s)
12.39±6.70
PS [ml/(100 g·min)]
15.56±10.20
Mass diameter (cm)
2.38±0.81
2
MVD (numbers/0.74 mm ) 59.66±6.82

MSCT perfusion imaging can noninvasively and
conveniently reflect intratumoral angiogenesis
and function; therefore, it could become an
important component of clinical and biological
staging and grading of tumors, thus providing
more comprehensive and accurate information
for tumor treatment and prognostic evaluation.
Figure 3. ROC curves.

have found that lymph node size is not related
with LNM [23, 24].
In the present study, if the above standard was
used, the diagnostic coincidence rate was 60%,
with sensitivity of 59%, specificity of 61%, positive predictive value of 65%, and negative predictive value of 55%. The location of lymph
nodes was the main reason for false-negative
results; for example, the lymph nodes in the left
mediastinum (2 L, 4 L, IOL, 5) and 7th station
could be easily misdiagnosed due to lack of fat
or the partial volume effects of peripheral vessels. On the other hand, larger lymph nodes
might result from reactive hyperplasia, which
could cause false-positive results. Therefore,
relying simply on lymph node size was insufficient to provide reliable pretreatment staging.
Pirronti et al [25] proposed that regardless of
lymph node size, the appearance of phenomena such as central low-density regions, highdensity strips or nodes, thin or thick wheel
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This study also had some shortcomings. First,
CT perfusion imaging is an examination method that requires higher radiation exposure;
although the current was reduced in this study,
the radiation dose was still higher than that of
conventional CT scanning. Second, this study
did not include large-cell lung cancer, which is
relatively rare. Third, the target population comprised patients in whom early lung cancer was
detected during surgery; therefore, the efficacy
of this method in early lung cancer screening
could not be evaluated.
In conclusion, our study showed that higher BV
is associated with greater possibility of LNM,
and that BV could become a good index for predicting angiogenesis and LNM of lung cancer.
This parameter could play an increasingly
important role in correct preoperative assessment of LNM status in lung cancer, thus reducing unnecessary lymph node scavenging.
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